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1. INTRODUCTION 
The wave function Il/,Jx) of an harmonic oscillator is given by [2, 
p. 2731 
I,‘2 
H,(i) exp 
i2 
( > -- 2 1) 
m mass of the particle 
00 classical angular frequency of the oscillator 
il Planck’s constant divided by 271 
H,(i) Hermite polynomials of order Y [7]. 
For the computation of the matrix elements of the inverse operator 6 = l/x 
integrals of the form +nL 
I n,m = e 
-nc 
~ “H,(x) ; H,(x) dx (2) 
must be solved. A closed expression for this integral seems to be unknown 
[S, 6, 8, 3,4]. It will be derived in the next section. Some other integrals 
similar to I,, will be considered in this paper. Their abbreviations are 
listed here for convenience. 
Jr, = 1,. ,I + 1 (3) 
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J 
fZ 
K n. m = e ~ rZH,I(x) -!- H,(x) dx 
% x2 
+ ‘L’ 
L n, m = I 
e 
0 
~ r2H,l(x) i H,(x) dx 
1 A n. m = i H,(x) H,(x) e ~ ” dx. 0 
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(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
2. CALCULATION OF THE I,., 
2.1. Convergence and Symmetry 
An explicit expression of the Hermite polynomials is given by [7, 
(4.9.2)] 
CGI (- l)k n! 
H,(x)= c 
k=O k!(n-2k)! 
(2x)” - 2k, (7) 
where [v] denotes the integer part of v. From Eq. (7) the behaviour of 
H,(x) as x + 0 can be derived easily. 
H (x)y)m(2m)!+o(x2) 
2m m! 
H 2,+,(x)=(-l)rr’(2m+1)! 
m! 
2x + 0(x3). 
(8) 
It is obvious from (8) that for it and m even Z,,, m is divergent, while for all 
other combinations of n and m the integral Z,, ,~ is convergent because then 
the integrand exp( -x2) H,(x) l/xH,(x) remains finite as x + 0. 
Since H,(x) is an even (odd) function for n even (odd), it follows 
immediately that 
I -0 2n+l.2m+I - 
4 
+3c 
e 
~ m 
pX2H2n(~) ; H2m(x) dx = 0, 4: 
(9) 
principal value. 
2.2. Calculation of I,,. n+, 
In this section I am going to consider the special integral J, := I,,, n + , . 
For Hermite polynomials the following recurrence relation holds 
[7, Eq. (4.10.1)]: 
H,+,(x) = 2xH,(x) - 2nH,- ,(x). (10) 
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The integrals over the squares of the Hermite functions are given by [S, 
(7.374(l))] 
.r + JL e +%(x) H,(x) dx = 2”n! J;rs,,, n, m E N,. (11) -x 
Inserting (10) into J, and using (ll), a recurrence relation for the J, is 
obtained for n >O: 
J,=2”+‘n! ,/k-2nJ,._,. (12) 
Starting from Jo, Eq. (12) allows us to calculate J, for the lowest values 
ofn: 
J,=2J;t 
J, =0 
J, = 232! &c 
J3 = 0 
J, = 254! J;; 
J, = 0. 
The general formula for J,, 
J,=2”+‘n! &; nE N, and n even 
J,, = 0; nEN and n odd, 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
can be proved easily by mathematical induction. 
2.3. General Expression for I,,,, 
Using Eqs. (10) and (11) the following recurrence relation can be 
obtained : 
I n,n+zm+ I =2”+‘n!J;t~,,,-2(n+2m)Z,,.+,,~, 
n,mENO and (n+m)EN. 
For m = 0, Eq. (16) gives (12). From (16) it can be seen that 
(16) 
LA r = 0 for o<e, (17) 
where o and e denote odd or even numbers, respectively. If the even 
subscript e is smaller than the odd one, the integral I,, remains finite. 
The general equation in this case, 
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z n,n+Zm+l =(-I)” (&?J!2”+“+‘Jc 
{n)zm=(n+2)(n+4). ... .(n+2m)=(n+n;lr’)!! 
(18) 
n, me N, and n even 
can be proved by mathematical induction using Eqs. (16) and (13). The 
values of the integral I,,, for all possible subscripts n, m are given by 
Eqs. (91, (lo), (171, and (18) 
Z -Z -0 zn+1,2m+1- Zn+I,Zn+2m+Z- 
i 
+cO 
Z 2% 2m is divergent, e -- r2H2n(~) 1 H2,Jx) dx = 0 
-2 X (19) 
Z 2n,2n+2m+l=(-l)m{2n}!22”+m+‘Jk 
n, m E N,. 
It is not evident from the symmetry of the integrand that the I,,, vanish for 
o < e. For the J, this fact can be seen from a plot of the integrands. In 
Fig. 1 and 2 the integrands of Z4 5 and I,,, are shown. Most of the outer 
parts of the integrands are positive, only the large extremum located at 
1500 
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1 
b(z) - Hd=) exp C-z') 
2 
FIG. 1. The integrand of J4. The large maximum centered at x = 0 is added to the positive 
outer part of the integrand giving a large positive value of the integral J4, 
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b(z) - HG(~J) exp (-x2) 
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FIG. 2. The integrand of the integral Js. The large minimum centered at x = 0 compen- 
sates the positive outer part of the integrand. The calculation outlined in Subsection 2.2 shows 
that Js is exactly zero. 
x = 0 is positive or negative, respectively. The expansion of the integrands 
as x + 0 of J, and J, can be easily derived from (8): 
as x-+0 
(20) 
as x+0 
o: odd, e: even. 
Thus the area under the central extremum is added to the positive rest of 
.I, (maximum for IZ even) or is substracted from it (minimum for n odd). 
It cannot be seen from the plots that J,, is exactly zero, but a strong 
alternation between adjacent .I, and J,, (normalized to the absolute value of 
the central extremum) can be expected. 
For 1,. m with In - ml > 1 the plot of the integrands cannot be interpreted 
in the same clear way as for the J,,. 
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3. CALCULATION OF K,,., 
The results for I,,, m will now be used to evaluate the integrals K,,, m of the 
form 
K n, m = s 
+m 
e ~ +Z,Jx) -!- H,,(x) dx. (21) -T x2 
By a procedure similar to Subsection 2.1 it can be seen that only integrals 
K 
U”si:g 
with both n and m odd exist. The principal value of K,,. is zero. 
Eqs. (lo), (1 1 ), and (17) a recurrence relation for the K,, n can be 
obtained. 
K,,.=2”+‘(n- l)! &+4(n- 1)2 K,p2,, m2, n > 3 and odd. (22) 
It can be used to prove an explicit expression for K,, ,, by induction 
K,,, n = 2”+‘n! &, n 3 1 and odd. (23) 
By the same way, one finds 
K ,,.+2m=(-l)m,!!2 n+m+‘(n+2m- l)!! J;;, n odd; me N, (24) 
using Eqs. (lo), (17), and (23). Again, the proof can be carried out by 
induction using a recurrence relation: 
K II, ,, + 2m = -2(n+2m-l)K,,,,+,,~2, n odd, me N. (25) 
4. CALCULATION OF THE L,, 
I now consider integrals of the type 
L ,1, m = J 
x H,(x) i H,(x) em y2 dx. 
0 
t-26) 
For odd (n + m) the L,, m can be easily found from ( 19), whereas for even 
(n + m), Eq. (19) cannot be used. Since Lz,,, Zm is obviously divergent, one 
has to consider only the type Lz,+ i, 2m + i. Integrals of the type 
A m n,m = s 
H,(x) H,(x) e px2 dx (27) 
0 
will turn out to be convenient for the calculation of the Lz, + ,. Zm + , . 
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4.1. Calculation of the A, m 
It is worth noting that the indefinite integrals j H,(x) H,(x) ePXz dx can 
be solved in a closed form. By means of [7, p. 1303 
H,(x) H (x) = p!q! 
min(p3q) 2nHp+y_.2n(x) 
4 n=O n!(p-n)! (q-n)!’ c ~2 qENo (28) 
and [S, Vol. II, p. 223; 1, (7.1.1)] 
.r H,(x)ePrZdx= -H+,(x)e-“*+C; nEN (29) 
s Ho(x)eF2 
J;; dx = 2 erf(x) + C, erf: error function (30) 
we get 
H,,(x) H,(x) e PJ2 dx 
mmp. 4) 
= -p!q!e& c 
2” 
H p+q-Zn-ll(x)+C (31) 
?Z=O n!(p-n)! (q-n)! 
if p#q and 
s P--l [H,(x)]’ ePx2 dx= -(p!)‘e+ 1 2” n=O n!C(p-nY12 H,-2x- I(X) 
+ p! 2p-’ J;t erf(x) + C. 
By multiple use of (28), all indefinite integrals of the type 
s H,,(x) H,,(x). ... . H,,(X) e@ dx 
(32) 
(33) 
can be, in principle, evaluated. Inserting (8) 
H2n(O) = ( - 1)” o!. n! ’ 
HZn+l(0)=O; neN 0 (34) 
into (31) and (32) it can be easily seen that 
s m H,(x) H,(x) ePx2 dx = 2p- ‘p! A$,,, (p + q) even. (35) 0 
For odd (p + q) the summation of the series resulting from (34), (31) and 
(32) is involved, thus the integral is evaluated as follows. By application of 
Rodrigues’ formula [7, (4.9.1)] 
H,(x)=(-1)“~“~ se-“; nEN, (36) 
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to H,(x) exp( -x2), integration by parts, and use of Eq. (10) we obtain the 
recurrence relation, 
A m,n=2mAm-l,,,-l~ n, rneN and m odd (37) 
which is used to prove general expressions for A,, m, with (n + m) odd: 
A m, n = 2” 
(38) 
m > n; m odd; n even 
A 4 n 
=2” m!!(n- l)!! 
(n-m)!! 
(-l)(n-m-1)/2 (n-m-l)! 
((n-m- 1)/2)! 
(39) 
m<n; m odd; n even. 
4.2. Calculation of the L,, + ,, 2n + 1 
The recurrence relation 
L -2 o! 2+16n*L 2n+l,Zn+l - L 1 n! 2n ~ 1.2npli nEN (40) 
is obtained by inserting (10) into (26) and integrating by parts. Using (40), 
a general formula for the L2,,+ ,, 2n+, can be proved by mathematical 
induction: 
(2m+ l)!! 2 
L -2 2n+1,2n+l - 4n+ lcn!)’ m$o [ (2m)!! (2m + 1) 1 
nENO; i LO, if u<1; O!!ll. 
m=l 
4.3. Calculation of the L,, + ,, 2m + , 
The recurrence relation 
L -2”+“+1(-1)“-m 
(2n + l)!! (2m + l)!! 
2n+1,2m+1- (2n-2m+ 1)(2m+ 1) 
- 4mL 2n+l,2m~I 
is obtained using (lo), (38), and (39). It is used to prove 
L -2”+m+1(-1)“pm(2n+ l)!! 2n+1,2m+1- 
m!(2m-2k+ l)!! 
(m-k)! [2(n+k-m)+ 1](2m-2k+ 1) 
(41) 
(42) 
(43) 
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by induction, starting from m = 0 with (29), (34), 
L2,~.+,,,=2”+*(-1)” 
(2n + 1 )!! 
(2n+l) (44) 
The same procedure can be carried out starting from L,, Zm + , with n = 0 
giving 
L 21, + I. 2m + I =2”+“+‘(-1)“m”(2m+ I)!! 
. i 2k n!(2n-2k+ l)!! 
k=O (n-k)! P(m+k-n)+ 1](2n-2k+l)’ (45) 
Comparing (43) and (45), a relation between finite sums is obtained: 
(2n+l)!!. f 2k 
m!(2m-2k+ l)!! 
k=O (m-k)! [2(n+k-m)+ 1](2m-2k+l) 
= (2m + 1 )!! 
.i 21 n!(2n-2j+ l)!! 
,=o (n-j)! [2(m+j-n)+ 1](2n-2j+ 1)’ 
n, rnE N,. (46) 
In the special case m = n, Eq. (43) reads 
L 2rl+,,Zn+,=22’~+‘(2n+1)!! i 2k 
(2n-2k+l)!!n! 
kzO (n-k)! (2k+ 1)(2+2k+ 1)’ (47) 
Comparing (41) and (47), another non-trivial relation 
22”n! i L (2m+l)!! ’ m=O (2m)!! (2m+ 1) I 
is obtained. 
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